EMPLOYER S

For Employers
Rapidly deploy a tailored platform

Employee benefits,
simplified.
Benefits administration can be a paper-intensive pain point
for businesses that drains internal resources and leaves
employees confused about their insurance coverage and
payroll deductions.

Employers can start setting up initial
employee access and menus within days.
It’s an ideal solution for businesses of all
sizes –from small and mid-sized firms
to enterprise organizations—across all
industries.
• Automated Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) electronically updates insurance
carriers systems with enrollment
information
• Interface with client payroll, HRIS systems
to auto-submit payroll deductions, post
enrollment
• Easily brand with employer’s logo

EmpowHR transforms this process, making it easier and
more transparent for both employees and employers by
using market-leading technology to simplify everything.

• Real-time dashboard reporting

Work smarter with HIPAA-compliant technology

• Flexible, configurable system options to
support any insurance program

EmpowHR delivers streamlined and secure employee benefit
enrollment and administration technology and services to
help companies:
• Improve the employee experience with a swift,
user-friendly benefits enrollment and update process
• Optimize resources, boost data integrity, increase
operational efficiency and realize incremental savings
with an automated process
• Increase process visibility with dashboard views of “in
process,” “completed” and “not started” enrollments
• Modernize outdated processes with quick implementation
in weeks, versus months

• Multiple services options based on
business-specific needs

For Employees
Make quick, confident decisions
EmpowHR provides a centralized, easy-touse interface where employees can enroll
in benefits, view current benefits or submit
changes due to a life event. Along the way,
a benefits “shopping cart” clearly illustrates
the impact their selections will have on
their paycheck.
• Accessible 24/7
• Mobile-friendly

Contact us today to learn more!
Phone: 404.764.7388

Web: www.empowhr.com

• Simple, point-and-click options

Rely on a trusted, experienced provider
EmpowHR has been the preferred benefits enrollment technology for many employers for more than 15 years.
Our leadership team brings more than 75 years of industry experience with Benefits Administration, HR software,
Human Capital Management and Human Resource Information Systems. This in-depth expertise informs our
purpose-built, people-friendly EmpowHR technology and provides employers with specialized, high-touch services
before, during and after each enrollment event. This includes setting up a menu of benefits, administering the
enrollment period, transmitting enrollment data to insurance carriers and more.
At EmpowHR, we’re committed to simplifying employee benefits enrollment and administration for everyone.
See how easy it can be by scheduling an online demo TODAY—call 404.764.7388.

Employee View
Green checkmarks indicate
completed selections

See all insurance options and costs in
one spot—simply click the best-fit option

Easy navigation, clear
explanations and itemized
costs make it easy for
employees to quickly
and confidently enroll in
benefits and update their
program as life changes
occur.

Drill down deeper for
real-time program insights

Employer View
Dashboard views deliver
instant visibility into
programs with the ability
to drill down for real-time
program management
updates. Employers can
also configure automated
program alerts and more.

Contact us today to learn more!
Phone: 404.764.7388
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Data visualizations offer
“big picture” views of
enrollment process

